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Abstract. We address the problem of standardising the semantics of
agent communication. The diversity of existing approaches suggests that
no single agent communication language can satisfactorily cater for all sce-
narios. However, standardising the way in which different languages are
specified is a viable alternative. We describe a standard meta-language in
which the rules of an arbitrary institution can be specified. In this way
different agent communication languages can be given a common ground-
ing. From this starting point, we describe a component based approach to
standardisation, whereby a standard can develop by adding component
sets of rules; for example to handle various classes of dialogs and norma-
tive relations. This approach is illustrated by example. Eventually we en-
visage different agent institutions publishing a specification of their rules
by simply specifying the subset of standard components in use in that in-
stitution. Agents implementing the meta-language can then interoperate
between institutions by downloading appropriate components.

1 Introduction

We are interested in facilitating interoperability for agents interacting with dif-
ferent institutions on the Internet. For example, consider a personal agent of a
professor who is invited to participate in a conference (say to give a keynote
address and chair a session). The personal agent may connect with the con-
ference site and enter a collaborative dialogue with the agents of the various
other speakers, and the conference organiser, in order to arrange the schedule of
events. Subsequently the agent will connect to various online travel sites to pro-
cure airline tickets and accommodation, most likely by means of some auction
mechanism. Finally the agent may discover that an airline ticket it has bought
does not conform to what was advertised, thus it may seek compensation, lodging
an appeal with some arbitration site, and bringing evidence to support the claim.
Each of these interactions occurs in a different institution; the requirements for
the agent communication language (ACL) in each institution are quite different.
Yet, would it be possible to provide a standard language which encompasses all
requirements?

Past attempts to standardise agent communication [8,15,7]1 have managed
to standardise certain syntactic or pragmatic aspects, but fared poorly when it
1 Note that the FIPA’97 specification is cited here because the communication lan-

guage semantics has not changed since then.
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comes to the issue of the semantics of the communication language. In practice,
implementers who claim to be using a particular standard ACL tend to ignore
those aspects of the standard that pose difficulties for their implementation
(often the formal semantics are ignored); additionally they often create ad hoc
extensions when none of the constructs of the standard quite fits their needs.
Effectively they invent their own custom dialect, which will not be understood
by any other system [22]. Given the diverse needs of different domains, it is
probably not feasible to come up with a single standard ACL which will cater
for the needs all possible agent systems. Furthermore, a standard ACL would be
rigid, precluding the possibility of agents negotiating the semantics of their own
custom ACL on the fly, for a particular purpose. The ACL would seem to be
the wrong level to standardise at; instead, it would seem appropriate to have a
standard way of specifying semantics, to allow developers (or agents themselves)
to create their own languages in a standard and structured way. Our proposal
is to create a standard meta-language which would allow different interaction
languages to be defined for different domains.

The core language, on which developers will build, must be sufficiently expres-
sive to allow any reasonable language to be specified. For this purpose we identify
a class of agent communication languages which are universal in the sense that
they could be used to simulate any other agent communication language which
is computable. We specify one such language and demonstrate its generality
by showing how it allows the specification of institutions in which agents can
change the rules of the institution itself. With this core in place, we envisage a
standard evolving gradually by adding “components”. Note that we are using a
non-standard meaning of “component”, i.e. we are not talking in the software
engineering sense where it encapsulates functions and communicates with other
components. However it does share some properties of a software component in
that it should be reusable and composable with other components. By “com-
ponent” we mean a set of rules to govern a certain aspect of an interaction.
For example, a component may provide rules for normative relations, defining
abstractions such as permissions and obligations, and how these change as mes-
sages are sent. Further components could then use these abstractions to specify
high-level protocols. High level protocols themselves can be specified as com-
ponents, and so composed with other protocols for flexible interactions. In this
way we can give developers the flexibility to define their own components, and
publish the specifications, so that others can develop further components, and
agents, to work with that language. It is hoped that this could bring together
the efforts of the community as similar efforts have done in software engineer-
ing by specifying standards for programming languages. A further advantage of
the component based approach is that all agents in a society do not necessarily
need to support the same components. Some agents may be less sophisticated
than others and may support simple reactive protocol components, while other
more sophisticated agents may be able to use components which allow them to
express their intentions and desires, with a well defined meaning. When agents
wish to communicate they would firstly discover which components they support
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in common, and then they can determine the level at which they can interact.
This ability to implement lightweight versions of an agent communication lan-
guage is one of the desiderata for agent communication languages outlined by
Mayfield et al. [19].

In this paper we will illustrate the proposed approach with some examples.
We must stress that we are not advocating that the components described in
this paper be adopted as a standard; we merely provide simple examples to
demonstrate the feasibility of the component-based approach. This paper will
focus exclusively on the semantic issues as these have proved to be the most
problematic for the standardisation of agent communication. We therefore ig-
nore all pragmatic issues, e.g. how to find the name of an agent who provides
some service, authentication, registration, capability definition and facilitation
[16]. We assume an agent platform which can take care of all these issues. Prag-
matic issues are of course important, but they would require a full treatment in
their own right. Furthermore, the types of ACL which we will consider will be
restricted to those that have a social semantics; the primary reason for this is the
impossibility of verifying languages with mental semantics in an open system,
where agents’ internals cannot be easily inspected [22].

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 looks at the most general frame-
work within which all practical ACLs could be specified. Section 3 defines an
agent communication language which allows unlimited extensions, and so forms
the base component which we later build on. Section 4 adds a component for
normative relations. Section 5 discusses how protocols can be added in general,
and adds an auction protocol. Section 6 describes a temporal logic component
we have added. Section 7 discusses related work and Section 8 concludes with a
look to the future.

2 Definition of an Agent Communication Language

In this section we want to define what an ACL is in the most general terms,
and to have a formal framework which captures the space of possible ACLs.
Following Singh’s seminal work on social commitments [22,23], there does seem
to be a consensus in the community that the semantics of communication for
open systems should be based on social phenomena rather than agents’ private
mental states [25,9,4,5]. We follow this social approach and we consider that all
“reasonable” languages for use in an open system must be of the social type. We
do not restrict ourselves to commitments: we allow arbitrary social facts2.

We define an ACL by specifying an institution. The existence of a commu-
nication language presumes the existence of an institution, which defines the

2 This means that we are not precluded from representing mental states that have
been publicly expressed by an agent [12]. This can be handled by treating the agent’s
publicly expressed mental attitudes as part of the state of affairs in the institution.
The difference between this and earlier mentalistic semantics [8,15,7] is that we do
not require that agents actually hold the mental states which they have publicly
expressed.
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meaning of language. Institutions are man-made social structures created to
regulate the activities of a group of people engaged in some enterprise. They
may be created deliberately, as is the case for formal organisations, or they may
be created by conventions evolving over time, as is the case for human culture.
Institutions regulate the activities of their members by inventing institutional
facts, a term due to Searle [21]. Some institutional facts take the form of rules
while others merely describe a state of affairs in the institution. Rules describe
how institutional facts can be created or modified. An example of an institu-
tional fact of the state of affairs type is having the title “doctor”; examples of
institutional facts which are rules are the rules in a University which describe
how the title can be awarded and by whom. The rule type of facts can be used to
provide a relationship between the real physical world and the institution; rules
can have preconditions which depend on the physical world and/or on other
institutional facts. For example, the submission of a thesis physically bound
in a specified format is a necessary precondition to the awarding of the title
“doctor”; the passing of an examination (a purely institutional fact) is another
precondition.

Rules relating to the physical world describe how events or states of the world
(typically the actions of members) bring about changes in the institutional facts.
The classic example of this is where an utterance by a member of an institution
can bring about an institutional fact, for example the naming of a ship: “I hereby
name this ship the Queen Elizabeth.” [3]. It is not possible for institutional
facts to bring about changes in the physical world because the institution itself,
being a collection of intangible institutional facts, cannot directly effect any
physical change in the world.3 Institutions may describe their rules in a form
which specifies physical effects in the world, but such rules are not strictly true
because the physical effects are not guaranteed to happen; the only way in which
the institution can influence the actions of its members is through the threat of
further institutional facts being created. For example a legal institution may
prescribe a term of imprisonment as the consequence of an institutional fact,
but it cannot directly bring about the imprisonment of a member; instead it can
state that a policeman should use physical force to bring the member to prison,
and the policeman can be threatened with the loss of his job if he does not. The
rule prescribing imprisonment can be reformulated as a rule which states that
if the policeman does not imprison the member by physical force or otherwise,
then the policeman loses his job. Thus all the rules relating to the physical world
take the form of descriptions of how events or states of the world bring about
changes in the institutional facts.

3 Institutions may indirectly affect the physical world if agents of the institution take
physical actions in response to institutional facts. We consider a bank balance to
be an institutional fact; it happens that banks have implemented physical agents
which act on this institutional fact and dispense money. Nevertheless, the bank
balance itself is not a physical fact. Likewise, if certain institutional facts are valued
or feared by agents, then they will act in response to them (hence the institutional
facts affect the physical world only through the agents).
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A further point to note is that the institutional facts being modified by a rule
could be rules themselves. Many institutions do modify their rules over time; a
legal institution may allow arguments about the rules by which argumentation
should take place. This is accommodated by the framework described above,
because a rule can modify an institutional fact, and that institutional fact could
be another rule.

If we assume that any relevant change in the world’s state can be translated
into an event, then we can say (without loss of generality) that the institutional
facts change only in response to events in the world (we do not allow rules to
refer to states of the world). In a typical agent system we rely on the agent
platform to handle the generation of events. Typical events include messages
being transmitted, timer events and possibly other non communicative actions
of agents or events such as agent death. Let E be the set of possible events and
let F be the set of possible institutional facts. Let update be a function which
updates the institutional facts in response to an event; update : E × 2F → 2F .
Now in an institution I, it is the institutional rules R which indirectly define
this update function. The institution interprets the rules in order to define the
update function, let the interpreter function be I, where I maps R to some
update function. An institution I can then be fully specified by specifying the
interpreter I and the facts F ⊂ F . F is itself composed of the rule type of facts
R and the state of affairs type of facts A, so F = 〈R, A〉. Therefore institution I
can be represented by a tuple 〈I, F 〉. The F component fully describes the facts
and rules which currently hold in the institution.

This gives us the most general view of agent communication languages; by
specifying the tuple 〈I, F 〉 we can specify any ACL. It describes how institutional
facts F change in response to events as the multi-agent system runs. Given an
institution described by 〈I, F0〉 at some instant, and a subsequent sequence of
events e1, e2, e3 . . ., we can calculate the description of the institutional facts
after each event, obtaining a sequence of facts descriptions: F0, F1, F2, . . ., where
each Fi is related to Fi−1 as follows: Fi = updatei−1(ei, Fi−1) where updatei−1 =
I(Ri−1) (and Fi = 〈Ri, Ai〉 for all i). Interpreter I remains fixed throughout runs.

2.1 A Universal Agent Communication Machine

The rule interpreter I specified above is the immutable part of an institution.
The choice of I can place limits on what is possible with that institution, or give
it universal expressive power. Just as a universal Turing machine can simulate
the behaviour of any Turing machine, we can have an analogous universal agent
communication machine.

Definition 1. A universal agent communication machine is a machine which
can simulate the behaviour of any computable agent communication language.

By “simulate” here we mean that (given an appropriate set of input rules) it
could generate the same sequence of institutional facts in response to the same
sequence of events. In fact a universal Turing machine is a universal agent com-
munication machine. The input R to the machine produces the function update.
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Any update function that is computable can be produced in this way. Any Tur-
ing complete programming language can be used to implement a universal agent
communication machine.

3 Specifying Extensible Languages
Given a universal agent communication machine it is possible to specify an ACL
which has universal expressive power, in the following sense.

Definition 2. An agent communication language is said to have universal ex-
pressive power if the agents using it can transform its rules so that it simulates
the behaviour of any computable agent communication language.

Given a language defined by an institutional specification I = 〈I, 〈R, A〉〉 (as
described above), if I is a universal agent communication machine, then the
language will have universal expressive power if the rules R allow messages sent
(i.e. events) to program the machine in a Turing complete way.4 Languages with
universal power are of particular interest because they allow unlimited extension.
It is our thesis that a minimal language with universal expressive power is an
appropriate basis for standardising agent communication; i.e. the specification
of the programming language and core code can be agreed upon and published.
Such a choice of standard does not restrict agents to the rules given because it
can provide a mechanism through which agents can change the rules at runtime;
this can allow agents to introduce new protocols at runtime, for example. Such
protocols could come from trusted libraries, or could be generated by the agents
on the fly for the scenario at hand. If necessary, agents could also have a phase
of negotiation before deciding on accepting some new rules.

We define one such language in Fig. 1. We make use of Prolog as the logic
programming paradigm is particularly appropriate for agent communication;
there is also evidence that Prolog already enjoys considerable popularity in the
agent communication semantics community [1,20,14]. The interpretEvent/3
predicate takes as input the current set of facts F and an event Event, and
generates the new set of facts NewF. In line 3 the event is converted from its
predicate form to a list form, so that line 4 can append the old and new facts
variables to it. In line 5 the event is converted back from list form to its predicate
form. The next step will be to match the head of the event with the appropriate
rule in Rules (this corresponds to R in the formal model); however, we do not
want to change the rule itself by unifying its variables, this is why we make a
clean copy of it in line 6 before doing the matching in line 7 , via the member/2
predicate. Now that the body of the rule (Tail) has been retrieved, we can
invoke it in line 8 via callPred/2. Lines 9 to 17 define the recursive callPred/2
predicate. Line 10 handles the case where the rule body to be executed invokes
another rule within Rules, in which case callPred/2 is called to handle it. Line
4 This expressiveness implies undecidability, hence it may be impossible to prove prop-

erties for a system of agents using the language. However, if desired one can specify
a restricted and decidable language on top of this, by restricting the agents’ ability
to modify rules, as described in the sequel.
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1 interpretEvent(F,Event,NewF):-
2 F=[Rules,Asserts],
3 Event=..EventAsList,
4 append(EventAsList,[F,NewF],NewEventAsList),
5 Pred=..NewEventAsList,
6 copy term(Rules,Rules2),
7 member([ |[Pred|Tail]],Rules2),
8 callPred(Tail,Rules).

9 callPred([], ).
10 callPred([HeadPred|Tail],Rules):-
11 copy term(Rules,Rules2),
12 member([ |[HeadPred|NestTail]],Rules2),
13 callPred(NestTail,Rules),
14 callPred(Tail,Rules).
15 callPred([HeadPred|Tail],Rules):-
16 call(HeadPred),
17 callPred(Tail,Rules).

Fig. 1. Extensible Communication Language in Prolog

15 handles the case where the rule body to be executed invokes a built in Prolog
predicate, in which case it is called directly via call/1. It is important that
interpretEvent/3 forces the event to use a rule from Rules (i.e. it checks that
the rule is a member of Rules before passing control to callPred/2) so that
agents are unable to directly invoke Prolog predicates with their messages; their
messages are interpreted first. Without this precaution our interpreter would
not truly have universal expressive power, as it would always accept Prolog
predicates, which could be used to reprogram it; hence it would be impossible to
define a language which restricted the possible things which events could change.

Rules stored in R are written in the form of lists, with an index number at
the head of each rule. A Prolog clause of the form “pred1(A,B):-pred2(A),
pred3(B)” becomes “[1,pred1(A,B),pred2(A),pred3(B)]”. This corresponds
to the Horn clause pred2 (A) ∧ pred3 (B) → pred1 (A, B). Some sample rules are:

[ [ 1, addRule(Rule,[R1,A1],[NewR1,A1]),
append(R1,[Rule],NewR1) ],

[ 2, deleteRule(Index,[R2,A2],[NewR2,A2]),
delete(R2,[Index|_],NewR2) ]

]

Let the above program be called prog and the interpreter I = 〈prog,Prolog〉. Let
the assertions A be initially empty and rules R be the two rules above.

Theorem 1. The ACL specified by institution 〈I, 〈R, A〉〉 has universal expres-
sive power.

The truth of this follows from that fact that Prolog is Turing-complete, and
addRule can be used to add arbitrary predicates, and can therefore give subse-
quent events access to the underlying Prolog language (or restrict their access).
Despite the ease with which this can be done, to our knowledge this is the first
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example of such an ACL. We propose that an ACL such as this would form
the core component of a standard. This is only the first step of standardisation
however. Standards will also need to define libraries and tools which will make
the base machine more usable.

Let us briefly illustrate how we can begin to use the above ACL. The following
is an example of an event:

addrule([3,assert(Fact,[R,A],[R,[Fact|A]])])

After interpreting this event, the rules R will be updated so that subsequent
assert events cause the addition of an element to the assertions A. For ex-
ample, a subsequent event assert(alive(agent1)) would add alive(agent1)
to A. Note that this is invoking our rule 3 and not Prolog’s built-in assert/1
predicate. At this point we will avoid giving an extended example of the kind
of interaction we can capture. Instead we want to show the component based
approach to standardisation, so we will eventually illustrate only a very simple
auction protocol, but we will build it upon some useful components.

We now add some basic “housekeeping” rules. We will have a timer predicate
in A, which records the current time, e.g. timer(524). We will assume that our
agent platform generates timer events at regular intervals. Whenever a timer
event happens we want to update the clock and execute a set of housekeeping
rules. These rules perform housekeeping checks, for example to see if an agent
has failed to meet a deadline. The following rule (in R) handles the timer event:

[ 3, timer(Time,[R,A],[NewR,NewA]),
replace(A,timer(Time),UpdatedA),
housekeeping([R,UpdatedA],[NewR,NewA])

]

Here we have assumed the existence of a replace predicate which replaces a
named predicate in A with a new version. The initial housekeeping predicate
simply preserves the institutional facts F ; subsequent components will modify
the predicate, adding their own rules.

It is desirable to add another layer for the interpretation of agent communi-
cations. We create a speechAct rule for this purpose. Agents communicate by
sending messages (events) of the form speechAct(sender, receiver, performative,
content). We must rely on the platform’s message handling layer to discard any
messages where the sender parameter is falsified; there is no way to do this
once the event is processed by the interpreter. We also rely on the platform to
distribute the message to the intended recipients. The message event is then
handled by our speechAct rule. With this in place we protect the lower level
operations from direct access by the agents. We do not want agents to be able to
directly invoke the timer event or the rule changing events; however, if desired,
we can still create speech acts which allow the modification of certain rules in R
by suitably empowered agents. Now the speechAct predicate becomes particu-
larly useful to gather together all those operations which need to be done during
the processing of any message (e.g. check roles, permissions and empowerments).
This is described in Section 4.
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It is worth noting that agents can only process the events they have observed;
hence, when the update rule is implemented in agents, they only build a view
of the institutional facts from their individual perspectives. If each agent ap-
plies the rules on limited information in this way, it is entirely possible that the
institutional facts from the perspective of two different agents may have con-
tradictory assertions. This is not a problem, so long as the developer bears this
in mind when designing components (protocols for example). Specifications of
norms should not create “unfair” rules, for example creating an obligation for
an agent to do something, and leaving the agent unaware of the existence of the
obligation. In most practical systems which we envisage, there will be no need
for any agent to maintain this global view and indeed in a large system it might
not be feasible to maintain it; it will be sufficient for each agent to maintain an
individual perspective, which coincides with the perspective of other agents for
any interactions they share.

Obviously we need to be particularly careful if we allow agents to change
the rules R, lest conversational participants have contradictory beliefs about
the meanings of the messages they are exchanging. At least two solutions can
be envisaged: either all members of the institution need to be informed of any
change, or a subgroup can decide to set up a virtual organisation (having new
communicative actions and corresponding rules which apply only within that
virtual organisation, the old ones still applying outside). The later solution is
probably the more practical of the two.

4 Normative Relations Component

Various different notions are employed by institutions to describe their rules; Ser-
got distinguishes between notions of power, permission and practical possibility
[13]. Power is the ability of a member to bring about changes in the institutional
facts; i.e. for each event which changes F we can describe which members of
the institution can effect those changes. For convenience it is common to define
roles and define the power of a role. This is because the occupants of roles often
change, while the powers associated with the role do not.

Permission can be used to describe those actions which ought or ought not to
be taken. Permission is distinct from power because a member may be empow-
ered to do something even though he is not permitted; in this case: if he does
it then it counts, i.e. it creates the institutional fact. For example, an examiner
could award a student a pass on submission which falls short of the required
standards as set out by the institution. In this case the examiner’s action is
not permitted but still counts as a pass under the rules of the institution; the
examiner may be subject to some sanction if the abuse is discovered, but this
may not necessarily revoke the fact that the student has passed.

The notion of permission leads to its dual: obligation; obligation is equivalent
to “not permitted not to”. Obligation can be captured by a rule which specifies
a sanction if an action is not done. Because we will be testing agents’ compliance
over finite models, we must always specify a time-limit for obligations. It is no
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good for an agent to promise something and deliver “eventually”, if there is no
upper bound on the time taken.

Practical possibility is another distinct notion which some institutions may
need to represent explicitly. For example, suppose there is a rule defining the
sanction to be placed on a member in the case of failing to fulfil an obligation,
there may be a need to exempt the case where the member was physically inca-
pable of fulfilling the obligation at the time. Thus there could be institutional
facts to represent the physical capabilities of each agent; i.e. a rule will define
the events in the physical world which count as the agent being recognised by
the institution as being capable or incapacitated. We do not implement practical
possibility however.

4.1 Implementing Norms

The normative relations we implement are defined by predicates stored in the as-
sertions A. Relations can apply to agents directly or via roles ; an agent occupies
one or more roles (also stored in the assertions A). There are four types of nor-
mative predicate: power, permitted, obliged and sanction. Sanctions are defined
for actions which agents should not do. Permitted or obliged actions are treated
as exemptions to these sanctions, i.e. the sanction applies unless the agent was
permitted or obliged. Power and permission have arity 3: the first parameter is
the agent name (or role name), the second is the performative of the speech act
he is empowered/permitted to do, and the third is a condition. For example

power(bidder,bid,[Content=[C],C>47])

means that any agent in the role of bidder is empowered to send a bid speech
act provided it complies with the following conditions: the content of the act
must be a list containing a single number whose value is greater than 47. If the
condition is the empty list then it is always true. Sanctions and obligations add
a further (fourth) parameter, which is the “sanction code”. Following [20] we
will associate a 3-figure “sanction code” with each norm violation (similar to the
error codes used in the Internet protocol HTTP), in our case higher numbers are
used for more egregious violations. The sanction codes gathered by each agent
as it commits offences are merely recorded in a list. The use of codes is just a
convenient way to record sanctions without yet dealing with them; we would
require a separate component to impose some form of punishment. Finally the
obligation adds a fifth parameter which is the deadline by which the specified
speech act must be sent.

The algorithm shown in Fig. 2 is added to the speechAct rule to handle the
normative relations, it effectively defines an operational semantics for the nor-
mative relations. With this implementation we make obligation imply permis-
sion and power. It is in this algorithm that roles are consulted to retrieve the
names of the agents occupying the roles; e.g. when checking if an agent who has
just sent a message is obliged (and hence permitted), the algorithm will consult
the facts to see what roles the sending agent occupies. We also need to add the
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following to the housekeeping rule (recall that the housekeeping rule is invoked
on every timer event):
– For each obligation check if it has timed out. If so, apply the sanction to the

agent (or all agents occupying the obliged role) and remove the obligation
from A.

Note that we are assuming that the existence of a speechAct rule is an agreed
standard across component developers, so that any new components can add
checks and guards to this rule.

algorithm HANDLE-NORMS

1. Input: a speech act with Sender, Receiver, Performative, Content
2. Check if there is an obligation which requires that Sender (or one of the roles he

occupies) send this speech act. If so remove the obligation from A and jump to
5.

3. Check if there is a sanction for Sender (or one of the roles he occupies) sending
this speech act: If not, go to the next step; If so,

◦ check if there is a permission for Sender (or one of the roles he occupies) to
send this speech act: If so, go to the next step; If not, apply the specified
sanction.

4. Check if Sender (or one of the roles he occupies) is empowered to send this speech
act: If not, discard the act and exit this algorithm.

5. Process the act as normal.

Fig. 2. Algorithm to Handle Normative Relations

5 Protocol Components

Protocols are additional components of the ACL, they are each encoded via
their own rules in R. Each protocol has a unique name and may be represented
by a number of clauses in R. Protocols essentially determine what actions are
to be taken next, given the current state and an event that happens. They
do this by consulting the current state and modifying the normative relations
according to the event that has just happened. Agents initiate protocols by
using the special speech act initProtocol ; the speechAct predicate passes control
to the protocol on initiation. A protocol initiates a “sub-conversation” within
the institution. All the assertions describing the protocol’s state of execution are
gathered together as an indexed list within A. In order to ensure the index is
unique, the initiator will compose an index by concatenating his name with a
positive integer which increases with each new protocol he initiates. Subsequently
all speech acts indexed with the protocol’s identifier will be processed by the
protocol’s rules (instead of the standard rules which process speech acts that
are not part of any protocol). Normative relations defined within the protocol’s
“space” in A only apply to messages that are part of that protocol. Timer events
are processed by all protocols running at any time. Agents are free to enter
multiple parallel protocols, each being a separate sub-conversation. Sending a
exitProtocol message terminates the protocol and removes its assertions from A.
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5.1 Example Protocol: Auction

The Vickrey auction protocol below is expected to be invoked by a speech act
with content [Index,Protocol,Item,OffersOver,ClosingTime]. These then become
variables accessible to the initiator clause of the protocol rule, along with the
initiator of the protocol and the list of receivers. Each clause has access to the
variables Sndr and Rcvr from the event that invoked the clause (we cannot use
the names Sender and Receiver as these are used by content checking conditions).
The Prolog-style pseudocode below describes a series of clauses, one to handle
each speech act that can happen during the execution of the protocol. To keep
the presentation concise we have avoided presenting the example in real Prolog
code.

initiator:
add role(Sndr,auctioneer)

// sender of initiating message takes on role of auctioneer
for each Rcvr add role(Rcvr,bidder)

// each receiver of initiating message takes on role of bidder
add power(bidder,bid,[Content>OffersOver])
add permitted(bidder,bid,[Receiver=R,

role(R,auctioneer),Content>OffersOver])
// bidders are empowered and permitted to bid
// provided the content satisfies the specified constraints

add sanction(bidder,bid,[],100)
// any other bid incurs a sanction

retrieve global.timer(Time)
add timeout(closingTime+Time)

// timeout is simply a newly defined predicate in the social facts
add item(Item)
add high1(0)
add high2(0)

if bid([auctioneer,NewBid])
retrieve high1(High1)
retrieve high2(High2)

// the current highest and second highest bids
if NewBid>High1 then replace winner(_) with winner(Sndr)

replace high1(_) with high1(NewBid)
else if NewBid>High2 then replace high2(_) with high2(NewBid)

if timer(Time)
retrieve timeout(T)
if Time>T then
retrieve high1(High1)
retrieve high2(High2)
NewTime = Time+50
if High1=High2 then

// if nobody has bid then exit
obliged(auctioneer,exitProtocol,[Receiver=bidder],101,250)
else

// else declare the winner
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remove power(bidder,bid,_)
add power(auctioneer,inform,[])
retrieve winner(Winner)
add obliged(auctioneer,inform,

[Receiver=Winner,Content=[won,High2]],103,NewTime)
add obliged(auctioneer,exitProtocol,

[Receiver=[bidder]],101,NewTime)

if inform([won,Price]) then
retrieve global.timer(Time)
retrieve winner(Winner)
retrieve item(Item)
NewTime = Time + 150

// this is the time by which payment must be made
add global.obliged(auctioneer,inform,

[Receiver=bank,Content=[transfer,Item,Winner]],102,NewTime)
add global.obliged(Winner,inform,[Receiver=bank,

Content=[credit,Price,auctioneer]],102,NewTime)

Note that the final clause creates obligations which are to persist after the proto-
col’s termination (this is the meaning of add global...). When this is done the
agent’s name is put in the obligation instead of the role name. This is because
the role will cease to exist on termination of the protocol (i.e. the fact asserting
it is within the indexed list of facts for that protocol, and hence will be deleted
when the protocol terminates), whereas we want the agent to still be obliged to
pay even after the auction is finished.

5.2 Auction Animation

The initiating speech act is

speechAct(alice, [bob,claire], initProtocol,
[alice1,auction,IPRowner,47,200])

Here initProtocol is the performative and auction is the protocol to be initi-
ated. This starts a new conversation state, having its assertions as an indexed
list within A. The index is alice1. Subsequent messages which are part of this
protocol execution must be tagged with this index at the head of their content
list. After this the following assertions hold within the indexed list

role(alice,auctioneer)
role(bob,bidder)
role(claire,bidder)
power(bidder,bid,[Content=[C],C>47])
power(auctioneer,exitProtocol,[Receiver=[bob,claire]])
permitted(bidder,bid,[Receiver=R,role(R,auctioneer),Content=[C],>47])
sanction(bidder,bid,[],100)

The next speech act is a bid by bob:

speechAct(bob, alice, bid, [alice1,53])
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The only effect of this is to add a predicate recording this as the highest bid.
Bidders still retain the power and permission to revise their bids. Next we have
claire bidding 51, which adds a predicate recording the second highest bid. Then
the timeout event happens. This results in the power to bid being revoked. Agents
are still permitted to bid, but it has no effect. We now have the following norms
for the auctioneer:

power(auctioneer,inform,[])
obliged(auctioneer,inform,[Receiver=bob,Content=[won,51]],103,250)
obliged(auctioneer,exitProtocol,[Receiver=[bob,claire]],101,250)

Note that the auctioneer is empowered to inform anything to the bidders; what-
ever he says, it counts. However, he is obliged to announce the winner and losers
as expected in a Vickrey auction. The auctioneer’s next messages are

speechAct(alice, bob, inform, [alice1,won,52])
speechAct(alice, [bob, claire], exitProtocol,[alice1])

This terminates the protocol and generates two obligations which exist in the
“root” of A, i.e. not in the sublist indexed by alice1.

obliged(alice,inform,[Receiver=bank,
Content=[transfer,IPRowner,bob]],102,400)

obliged(bob,inform,[Receiver=bank,Content=[credit,52,alice]],102,400)

Note that alice has overcharged bob. Without any third party monitoring, there is
no way for him to know. However, we could imagine a subsequent dialog where
claire reveals her bid to him and he lodges a complaint with an arbitration
authority. If the evidence is deemed to be sufficient, the protocol specification
can be consulted again to determine the appropriate sanction, i.e. that sanction
103 should be enforced on alice.

6 Temporal Logic Component

Our obliged predicate only allows us to specify that an action must be done before
some future time. We have also added a temporal logic component which allows
us to express more complex conditions. For example we can specify that an agent
is obliged to ensure that a certain condition holds true, where the condition is
expressed in a simple temporal logic (a subset of LTL), but ultimately refers
to the truth values of predicates in A. We are interested in making these kinds
of normative specifications for the behaviour of agents, and then testing their
compliance with the specification by observing their behaviour at runtime (by
observing finite runs of the system). This is the same type of testing as described
by Venkatraman and Singh [24]; i.e. given an observed run of the system we can
determine if the agents have complied so far, but not if they will comply in
other circumstances. We have found that the standard temporal logic operator
� (at some time in the future) is not very useful for our specifications. The
linear temporal formula �p promises that p will eventually true, but there is no
way to falsify it in a finite model; i.e. if we require that an agent perform some
action eventually, it is not possible to be non compliant in a finite model. Hence
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this formula becomes meaningless when referring to agent behaviour in a finite
observed sequence. A typical type of formula we need to specify is that some
condition must hold continuously before a deadline. This can be done with the U
(until) operator. The formula p Uq means that p must hold continuously until q
becomes true, and q should eventually become true (this second part is of course
redundant in our finite sequences). We include Boolean connectives ¬, ∧ and ∨
in the language. The � operator (now and at all future times) is not included in
our language because, in a finite sequence, � p is the same as p U false. Despite
the fact that our temporal logic only has one temporal operator, it is still quite
expressive, as nestings of U can be used, as well as the Boolean connectives.

Using this simple language we have constructed a model checking component
which keeps track of the temporal formulae which an agent is obliged to keep
true; i.e. the checker “carries forward” the pending formulae and checks each
new state as timer events are processed. This allows the formulae to be used in
normative specifications, and sanctions to be triggered automatically when the
formulae are falsified. We use the method of particle tableau from [18] to check
the formulae. This allows an efficient incremental construction of the relevant
portion of the tableaux.

7 Related Work

There are few recent works which address standardising agent communication
semantics. It appears that the effort has been abandoned since the attempts of
FIPA and KQML [8,15,7] in the 90’s. However, in terms of technical ideas, there
are some recent proposals which are moving in directions similar to what we
propose.

In [10] it is demonstrated that a system of production rules can be used to
implement many agent institutions that had originally been specified with very
diverse formalisms. This is similar to our proposal as it is given a common com-
putational grounding to proposals which were previously hard to compare. It also
shows that if we are considering computational implementations of agent com-
munication, then one simple language will be sufficient to implement whatever
diverse notions we choose to employ to govern the agents.

In [20] the possibility of agents modifying the rules of the institution is men-
tioned; it is stated that this would require “interpretable code or some form of
dynamic compilation”. In [2] the event calculus formalism has been implemented
to animate a specification of a rule governed agent society, but it is also stated
that features of the underlying programming language could be made accessible
to complement the event calculus formalism; this comes closer to the flavour of
our proposal. In [11] normative relations are implemented in the Jess production
rule system. The authors mention the possibility of “societal change”, where so-
cieties may “evolve over time by altering, eliminating or incorporating rules”.
This societal change facility is not actually implemented in [11], but the authors
do specify norms in a computationally grounded language based on observable
phenomena.
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In [6] there is a proposed development methodology which is similar to the
“component based” aspect of our approach; generic protocols are specified, and
then transformers can be applied to them to capture variations of the protocol
for specific contexts. The work of [26] advocates the need for tools to assist
developers in protocol design, while also showing how protocols can be built on
the social commitments approach to agent communication semantics; this type
of tool support and structured development is exactly what we expect will be
needed to take our standardisation approach forward.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

There are two requirements which should be fulfilled as a precondition to making
a standard for agent communication which has a reasonable prospect of actually
being adopted. One is the expressive power to allow developers to do what they
want, and the second is the ease of use (for which tools are required). The first
aspect is easy, as we have shown, the second will take more effort. Even with
the few components we described, we can see already that programming moves
to a higher level as we add more components. We expect that standardisation
will need to proceed by means of evolving libraries and tools which make the
agent developers job easier. In this process the role of a standards body would
be to accredit components and publish them, and to standardise the form of
their documentation.

One avenue for future work is to explore the possibility of creating a com-
ponent which defines a more intuitive semantics for common speech acts. The
auction example above is a very mechanistic protocol, in that there is little room
for flexibility and innovation among the agents. The social facts we created were
solely concerned with describing sufficient information for the execution of the
auction. Thus the semantics of these messages was purely procedural. In more
flexible protocols we could create social facts which capture more of a natural hu-
man style of communication. For example, a “request for information” message
sent by an agent could create a social fact which describes that the sender has
expressed a desire to know something. Other participants in the society could
then be creative in how they respond, because they can recognise the need of
the speaker, rather than being constrained to only reply according to some rigid
protocol, as would be the case for procedural semantics.

Another direction we are currently experimenting with is our temporal logic
component which model checks temporal logic formulae. We plan to extend
the expressiveness of its language. Argumentation is yet more interesting as it
typically requires the use of nonmonotonic logics: an agent may undercut another
agent’s argument, and so force a conclusion to be retracted. Here we would code
the rules defining acceptability of an argument. The ability of a meta-interpreter
to specify a depth limit on proofs is particularly useful for this purpose; in order
to have a common consensus on what arguments are accepted we need to specify
the limits on the resource bounded reasoning [17]. Argumentation also introduces
the possibility of negotiating changes to the rules of the institution itself. There
will also no doubt be considerable interest in developing components for various
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logics such as the C+ action language (which is gaining popularity [2,6]) and
various modal logics.

Eventually it is hoped that different electronic institutions could publish the
components which comprise their communication language in a machine readable
format, so that a roaming agent could come and join the institution without
needing to be programmed to use that particular language in advance. This is
an ambitious goal, as the agent would need not to just know the rules, but also
its strategy for participation. However, if we restrict our attention to certain
types of dialog, and their variants (e.g. auctions) then it does seem feasible.
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